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Maintaining Esthetic Restorations in
ttie Periodontal Practice
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Esthetic dentistry comprises one of the most rapidly growing segments of
aur profession, and patients receiving tNs type of treatment are often
maintained on an aiternating schedule, improper maintenance care can
quickiy destroy many of fhese restorations. This artide witi serve as a
resource for dentai prafessionais who wish to offer these speciai patients
customized maintenance care. (Int J Periodont Rest Dent 1996:16:231 -239.)
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Potients with esthetic restorotions have speciai maintenance
needs that otten are not addressed during routine periodontol supportive treatment.
Absolute protection of cosmetic
restorations must be assured
during maintenance visits, yet
the expiosion of new vorieties of
dentai materials renders the
tosk of devising a oustomized
mointenance routine a timeconsuming and compiex effort,
even for the weii-informed dental professional. Nevertheless,
the responsibility for maintaining
the esthetic restorotion falls on
eoch member that enters into
the maintenance program—not
only on the restorotive dentist,
but the potient ond periodontist
as weil. Periodontai protessionais
whose primory focus is the
preservotion of the supporting
structures of the teeth need
well-organized information
about the latest esthetic dental
moteriois and their maintenance requirements. It is our
intention that this orticie serve
as that resource.
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Fig 1 indirect resin veneers wrap
atound ti^e iooth to reinforce and
iengthen the tooti^. The morgin that is
particularly vulnerable to maintenance
care will be found an the Incisai half of
the lingual surface.

Esthetic restorative materials
and terms
A fhorough undersfanding of
fhe foiiowing materials and
terms will assist the periodontai
professionol in devising a successfui maintenance program;
1. Resin: on organic poste,
filled or unfiiied. Fiiled resins
contain giass or silica filler
particles; unfiiied resins contain no fiiier particies and
are used to bond porcelain
and indirect veneers ond for
fissure seaiants,
2, Composites: filled resins thct
con be chemically cured,
light cured, or light activated and chemically
cured (dual cure). The three
types of composites are
hybrids, micrcfiiis, and small
particle composites, (Smail
partlcie composites are no
longer being used clinically,
but may be found in existing
restorations,)

3. Hybrid composites: a mix of
microfill and macrofiii particies suspended in resin that
can be used in both posterior and anterior teeth,
4. Microfill composites; composites thot hove very finely
ground silica for fiiier maferiol and may be polished to
very high iuster, but tend to
be brittie. They ore usuaiiy
reserved for anterior feefh.
5. Bonding: physical or chemicai adherence of a restorafive materiai to enamei,
dentin, or onother restorative material,
6. Direct resin veneers; composite material opplied to
the tooth's facial or buccal
surface. Direct veneers stain
more easily than indirect
veneers, lose their onatomy
faster, ond have iess
resiiience to thermocycling.
7. indirect resin veneers: composites fobricated from a
modei at prepored teeth,
then baked at high temper-
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atures. They are more dense
than direct veneers and thus
less iikeiy to stain, indirect
resin veneers can wrap
oround the incisci edge to
cover one third of fhe iinguai
surface. They ore bonded
with resin cemenf (Fig 1).
8. Ceramics; compounds contdining o metai (one or
more) pius a nonmetal (usuaiiy oxygen) which yield stable substonces that are
strong, hard, brittle, ond inert
conductors of thermal and
electric energy
9. Porceicin veneers; thin
ceramic moteriol bonded
to facial or buccal surfaces
of teeth.

Maintenance of esthetic
restorations
A gênerai discussion of the
maintenance of ceramic dnd
composite restorations will precede a detoiied description of
suggested sequentiol steps to
be used in routine cleaning
and poiishing. The outhors have
summarized these steps in a
flow chart (Fig 2).
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Maintenance of Ceramic and Resin Restorations
Always use curettes to débride the restoration.
Polish 15 lo 30 seconds with porcelairî polishing paste when only
porcelain ¡s exposed. Polish with aluminum oxide paste on resin
restorations or on porcelain restorations when resin cement or
cementum is exposed.
Carry paste interproximally with floss and polish.
Rinse and inspect.
If there is no stain, go to step 5.
Light stain

Light stain

î

Light stain

Porcelain

Resin cement

Composite restorations

A. Polish for 30 seconds
with Céramiste
Ultracup (Shofu).
B. Polish for 30 seconds
with Ultracup II.
C. Begin with Uilra
Céramiste M i di-points
and graduate to Ultra il.
Polish with each lor 30
seconds.
D. Polish with porcelain
polishing paste.

A. Polish for 30 seconds
with aiuminum oxide
paste.
B. Smooth with medium
carbide blade mterproximal angle (Profin).
C. Protectgingiva.Apply
composite whitening
agent. Polish for 30 to
60 seconds.

A. Polish occlusal with
pear-shaped finisher
followed by a rubber
polishing instrument.
B. Polish facial and
iingual with a oupshaped polishing
instrument.
C. Polish with aluminum
oxide polishing paste
for 30 seconds.

Heavy stain on porcelain, composite restorations, and resin cement
A.
B.
C.
D.

Medium-grit aluminum oxide disk 10 to 15 seconds.
Fine-grit aiuminum oxide disk 10 to 15 seconds.
Extra fine aluminum oxide disk 10 to 15 seconds.
Polish porcelain with porcelain polishing paste. Polish composite
restorations and resin cement with aluminum oxide polishing paste
and carry interproximally with floss.

Interproximal stain
Aluminum oxide finishing strips. Start with the finest grade and graduate
to the next coarsest grade until stain is removed, then reyerse the process and graduate to the finest grade until the restoration is smooth.

5.

Appiy sodium monofluorophosphate fluoride.

Fig 2
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Ceramic restorations
Ceramic restorations are the
most susceptible to stain in two
main areas—the resin cement
iine and areas on the restoration where the dentist was
required to "finish in the mouth,"
For porceldin veneers, oniy
meticulous homecdre and professionai maintenance will prevent staining. The exposed resin
cement at the margin wiii wear
at a higher rate in ceromic
inlays and onlays than in the
porceiain, and will eventualiy
iead to open margins that oiso
require meticulous maintenonce. Careful polishing is especially important for cast ceramics such as Dicor (Dentspiy) that
have color appiied to the surface.

Microfiii composites require
careful treatment, The ciinician
must first iocate the toothmicrotill margin to avoid
scratching or ditching this area,
In restorations of froctured
anterior teeth or diastema ciosures in which only part of the
tooth is microtlli composite, the
whole tooth shouid be treated
as though it were composite.
The entire tooth should be polished with aluminum oxide polishing poste, or, for teeth with
excess stain, rubber poiishing
cups or aiuminum oxide disks.
Posterior composites, chailenged further by masticatory
stress, are at risk tor increased
surface roughness. Annual poiishing with rubber aluminum
oxide-impregnated polishing
cups, discs, or points is recommended.

Composite restorations
Maintenonce success ot a
composite depends on its ability to keep the marginai seai
determined by the initiai adaptation of the materiai to the
cavity walls of the preparation.
During the iife of the composite, thermooycling and plucking
ot filier particies resuit in voids
and tags in the materiai, which
iead to ploque build-up and
subsequent softening of the
composite. The best maintenance regimen for composites
includes polishing with aiuminum oxide poiishing paste
every 3 or 4 months,

Diífereníiation of ceramics from
composite restorations
To differentiate o porceloin
restoration from composite or
enamel, gentiy run an expiorer
over the tooth's surface. The
composite restoration wiii teei
softer than enamel's hard surface. When an explorer glides
over a porcelain veneer, a
"scratchy sensation," which is
unlike composite or enamei,
can be feit and heard, A porcelain veneer's hardness mimics
enamei and is much harder
than the surface ot composite
restorations (Fig 3), Proper main-
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tenance procedures depend
on this differentiation, because
porcelain is polished differentiy
than composite material (Figs
4a and 4b).
Ciinioai tip. Label the chart
with a "Poroeiain Veneer" or
"Composite Veneer" olert.

Routine oieaning and poiisi^ing
ofceramio and composite
restorations
Ciinioai tip. Use at least 2-power
magnification for routine cieoning and poiishing. Porceloin ond
resin cements can develop tiny
cracks that are difficult to see
without magnification. In additioh, magnification helps the
clinician detect the margins of
these restorations,
1, Débride with curettes,
which offer the tactiie sensitivity necessary for the ciinician to clean porcelain and
composite restorations without scratching the material
(Fig 5), Hand sealers and
sonic or uitrasonic scdiers
can scratch the glaze of
porcelain and composites,'
Ciinicai tip. When porceloin
hos become roughened
through occlusal wear, polish with an Ultracup il
(Shofu) for 15 to 30 seconds
prior to moving on to Step
2.
2. Poiish porcelain veneers
with porcelain polishing
paste, unless resin cement
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Fig 3 me central incisor is o microtili
indirect veneer: the lateral is a porceioin veneer. Tootile sensitivity is necessary to distinguish one from the other.
This differentiation is essentiot in proper
maintenance care.

Fig 4a Froctured maxiilary centrai ond
laterai incisors

Fig 4b Same teeth as in Fig 4a following restoration with microfili composites.
Note how difficult it is to identity the
restoration and how quici<iy it couid be
destroyed by improper moinfénonce.

Fig S Curettes are the best instruments to remove pioque from porcelain restorations without scratching
them.

Fig 6 Polish each restoration for 15 to
30 seconds.

Fig 7 Carry the poiishing poste interproximaiiy with floss.

or cementum is exposed, it
either of the iatter conditions exist, or if veneers
are composite, use aiuminum oxide polishing
paste, a product safe tor
use on composites and
porcelain. Apply the paste
with a cotton tip appiicator
directly to the restoration.

3. Piace a drop of water in the
rubber cup and polish eoch
restoration thoroughly for 15
to 30 seconds (Fig ó).
4. Carry paste interproximally
with floss (Fig 7).
5. Wash and dry the teeth and
inspect for stain.

Appiy sodium monotluorophosphate tluoride foilowing
manufacturer's instructions.^
(Aciduiated phosphate fiuoride can etch porcelain and
composites.)
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Removing stain
Removing light stain on
poroelain
This technique is to be used
when the parcelain, not the
resin cement, is stoined. Porcelain rubber poiishing instruments, slightly harder than
composite rubber poiishing
instruments, come in three
grades. The two finest are used
in this prooedure.
1. For faciol or linguoi surfaces,
start with the rubber pciishing instruments (Céramiste
Ultracup) which are especially helpful for margins
with light stain. Use the cup
on a dry tooth for 30 seconds. Carefuily inspect the
tooth visuaily and with on
explorer for stain ond roughness.
2. Polish with the Uitrocup li for
30 seconds,
3, For lingual, incisai, or occlusal surfaces, sfart wifh the
Céramiste Uitra Midi-points
(Shofu), Begin with the Ultra
ûhd graduate up to the
Ultra II. Polish with each for
30 seconds.
Clinicoi tip. Always use light,
uhiform strokes with rubber
polishing instruments. Too
much pressure can overheat the restoration and the
tooth.
4, Appiy the porceiain polishing paste and polish thoroughly for 30 seconds with a

rubber cup, If strips or disks
went interproximally, carry
the paste in those areas
with fioss.
5. Dry the tooth and carefully
inspect the restoration. You
are finished if there is no
stain.

Removing light stain on resin
cement
Stain on the resin cement surrounding the porceiain veneer
can be removed by composite
whitening agents and interproximai polishing angies (Profin,
Weismann Technology) (Fig 8).
1, Thoroughiy cieon the entire
area with a rubber cup and
aluminum oxide polishing
paste.
2. Remove composite tags
and smooth with a medium
carbide blade on the Profin instrument. Check for
smoothness with an explorer
(some of the stoin may be
left). Rinse thoroughly
3, Protect the gingivo with a
gingivai protectont (BriteSmile), Apply composite
whitening agent (Aocei
Advantage, Brite-Smile) with
a cotton tip appiicotor.
Polish with rubber cup for 30
to 60 seconds. Rinse thoroughiy
4. Polish resin cement with
aluminum oxide polishing
paste.
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Removing light stain on composite restorations
The following maintenance procedures are used it there is stain
on the margins or line angles
after polishing with aluminum
oxide poiishing paste. Composite rubber poiishing instruments inoarporate aluminum
oxide into a soft rubber and ore
availabie in o voriety of shapes
easily adaptable to every surface. These save an extra step
(compared to the disks) because they come in only two
grits: finishers and poiishers. The
finishers remove surface irreguiarities, tags, and light stoin. The
paiishers ieove the restoration
as smooth os possibie.
1. A pointed or pear-shoped
finisher shouid be used for
ccciusGl surfoces and embrosures. Next the polishing
point is used to leave the
restoration as smooth as possible. Use G iight, uniform
stroke. Too much pressure
can overheat the restorotion
and the tooth. Rinse thoroughiy Carefully examine
the tooth to ensure a smooth
surface that is free of stain.
2. For facial surfaces, use the
cup-shaped instrument.
Cups con also be used oh
the iinguai surfaces of posterior teeth,
3. Poiish again for 30 seconds
with aluminum oxide poiishing poste andflossinterproximaiiy. Rinse weii with woter.
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Removal of medium stain
Medium stain or roughness can
be removed from the interproximal aspects of porcelain restorations, on composite restorations, and on resin cement
with aluminum oxide polishing
strips. Carefully insert the piastic
middie portion of the strip
(which is not abrasive) into the
embrasure so the contact is
not opened. Start with the
finest grade. If this does nof
remove fhe stoin, groduate
to the next coarsest grade.
Continue this process until the
stain is removed. Then graduate back to the finest grade to
ieave the restoration as smooth
as possible. The coarsest grade
of the strip shouid not be used
for stain removai as it Cdn open
the contact or embrasure.

Removai of heavy stain
This technique is often used
when porcelain and composite
restoratians and resin cement
are stained and d d m a g e d
from previous use af an airabrasive polisher, a sonic or
uitrasonic seaier, or a coarse
polishing paste.
Heavy stain found outside
fhe proximal areas, including
embrasures, can be removed
wifh aiuminum axide disi<s (Fig
9), Most disks come in two sizes
and four grifs: coarse, medium,
fine, and extra-fine (coarse
disks are nof recommended for

Fig 8 Profin honOpiece oscillates from
lingual fa facial sides to remove overhanging margins and stain fram resforatlans The handpiece is available in
carbide and diamand blades with one
smooth side that permits access interproximally and subgingivatly to a limited degree.

this procedure). These disks
shouid be used only offer the
operator has been corefully
troined. Improper use could
destroy the restoration and
ditch the resin cement.
1, Begin with the medium aluminum oxide polishing disk.
Protect the gingivol tissue
with a plastic instrument.
Appiy light, even pressure fo
the sfained and roughened
surface for 10 to 15 seconds.
Rinse and cdrefuiiy examine
the tooth. You are ready for
Step 2 if there is no stain or
roughness.
2. Use the fine aluminum oxide
polishing disk for fhe same
iength of time that the
medium disi< was used.
Caver the same surface
area of the tooth to ensure
a smooth surface.

Fig 9 Aluminum oxide disk removes
stain and smootftes and polishes
restorations at gingival margins, proximal areas, and incisai areas. Protect
the tissue witft a piastic instrument
(shown).

3. The extra-fine disi< is used for
the same lengfh of time
that the fine and medium
disi<s were used. Thoroughly
rinse the footh for 30 seconds,
4, The surface areas treated
with aiuminum oxide paste
should be polished tor 30
seconds, carrying the polish
interproximdiiy with fioss.
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Fig JOCieff) Note the pitted sur^ce of
the microÊI veneer k>itawing the use ot
an air-powdei abrasive instrument.

Fig 11 (right) The scratched and
abraded surface of the microtill composite was caused by a hord toothbrush with baking soda and hydrogen
peroxide.

Figs J2a Note the inflomed periodontium associated wltt) the resin veneers.
Plaque causes the margins of the
restoration to break down further, and
this in turn irritates the periodontium.

improper mainferiance of
parcelain and composite
restarations
The following common maintenance procedures can jeopardize the initial smooth surface
of o restoration:
1, Coarse polishing poste may
roughen, scratch, ond dull
the surface glaze of porceloin ond composites,-'
2, Sonic or ultrasonic sealers
can scrotcii the surfoce
and "pluck" eut filler particles ot o composite,^ They
can also remove significant

Fig 12b Periodontium returns to health
after the removai of the veneers and
institution of proper homeoare procédures.

amounts of resin oement
and break the bond of the
veneer to the tooth.
Air-powdor abrasive instruments can scratch and pit
the surfoce of composite
restorations (Fig 10) and
even remove port of the
composite material.'' They
can break the resin bond of
porceiain veneers and result
in pitting, stoining, ond ioss
of luster.5
A hard toothbrush and
abrosive toothposte may
abrade composites (Fig
11),"
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Fig 12c Same area as in Figs 12a and
¡2b after placement of properiy ccntcured poroeiain veneers.

5. Never use acidulated phosphate fiuoride; it can etch
the veneer ond resin,^
increase the surface roughness, and reduce surface
luster The result Vi^il occeierate pitting and staining.^''

Home care fallowing parcelain
and composite restoratiotis
Composite resins and the resin
cement around porceiain
restorations can be damaged
by piaque cr by an abrasive
toothbrush and toothpaste,
ieading to softening, pitting, and
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scratching of the restoration.
Accelerated staining, increased
plaque retehtion. and marginai
leakage wiii resuit (Figs 12a to
12o),
A conscientious regimen of
daily fiossing and plaque control with a soft toothbrush is o
necessary part of home care.

Antimicrobial rinses
Though antimicrobiai rinses
have become a popular adjunct for treating periodontal
diseases, two side effects warrant carefui consideration. First,
most rinses contain high concentrations of alcohoi, which
can sotten bonding and lead
to further piaque retention,
staining, and microleokage,
Second, some rinses are inherently staining. Both risi<s need to
be carefuily weighed against
ploque-reducing Penefits,''°

nance procedures are being
provided. Patients on oiternating recaii historicaiiy hove
been oosualties of compartmentalized maintenance—the
periodontai otfioe has often
failed to address the requirements of the esthetic restoration, and the esthetic dental
professionoi has relegated the
care of the periodontium to
the periodontist. Responsibility
for the maintenance of the
teeth, restorations, and supporting structures lies with each
dentai professionai that enters
into the alternating recall maintenance contract.
This paper is not meant to
dictate standards of care but
to raise issues of responsibility
for those professionals sharing
patients on aiternoting recali
and to provide suocinct information for periodontal professionals who seek to provide the
best care to patients with
esthetic restorations.

Conclusion
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